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Do you want to ace and stand out in your job interviews?

Would you like to be prepared, structured and highly effective in answering questions?

Would you like to perform your interviews with confidence?

Your Journey to confident, structured, impactful interviews starts here. 

Ready?

Reality 2023

Job Situation

The Global Great Resignation is in full swing 
At all levels, people are walking away from their jobs, changing professions and organisations

People are changing priorities to purpose, mental health, work-life balance
Upskilling can be expensive, time consuming, yet necessary

Economies are in precarious situations globally
Competition can be immense 

Client's Challenges

I lack strategy, structure and am not fully prepared
I get so nervous, sweaty and feel helpless at times 

I run on aimlessly with my answers making little sense
I lack confidence and hate doing interviews 

I don’t like to speak about myself
I get flustered if I don’t know the answer 

‘One important key to success is self-confidence. 
An important key to self-confidence is preparation.’ 

Arthur Ashe“



““Kevin helped me immensely to prepare for
an important interview for a senior
management position in an EU institution.
The interview was excellent and I won my
position against tough competition.
Success!”

- Nikos Tziorkas, 
Director, European Parliament

Standing out in the Crowd
Be unique, authentic and purposeful

Be well-prepared, structured and strategic
Be present and share stories

3 Pillars for Successful 
Interviews Course
Group and Private Coaching

Objective
To uniquely equip, upskill and prepare you 
with ingredients and techniques to structure, 
perform and confidently excel in job 
interviews, leaving a memorable lasting 
impact. 

‘His interview coaching on preparation, 
structure, and narrative was unique and very 
new to me. It was a real pleasure working 
with him. I was nominated Director of the 
European SME Agency’ 

Julien Guerrier, Director, EU Commission

Success Rate
More than 80% of all clients 

got their roles

Content
3 pillars – Performance, Research, 
Network

structure and crafting answers to 
questions

presenting tips for online and live in-
person



“‘Kevin supported my preparation for
the interviews notably in terms of
presentational skills in a very holistic
manner. We worked on the message,
on the pauses, on the body language
and on the credibility of the
presentation, being aligned with my
values and beliefs. I was appointed
Director.’

- Genoveva Ruiz Calavera, 
Director General, EU Commission

building confidence through the 
power of practice 

create winning story-telling case-
studies of your success

developing and ‘selling’ your 
motivation, purpose and story

setting intentions, values

work on vocal variety, filler words, 
pauses, how to sit or stand, what to 
wear  

writing and developing your Motivation 
Letter (The Why You letter) 

know and research the organisation 
and latest developments 

research their sustainability footprint 
and commitment of organisation

develop your list of ‘champions’

power of Social Media – eg. LinkedIn

Some Benefits to you,
 Guarantee you will be well prepared, 

concise, structured and bring clarity to 
your answers (if you practice)

 Become more confident while building 
your interview muscle

 Discover a purposeful executive 
presence so you stand out amongst 
the masses 

 Understand the mechanics of how to 
powerfully craft answers to questions

 Learn success tips on performing live-
in-person and virtual interviews

 Power of practice and ‘how to’ tips

 Value of storytelling, setting intentions 
and knowing your purpose

 Create a research and networking 
plan

 Opportunity to receive top notch 
valuable professional feedback

‘By rehearsing the presentation again 
and again, in a very methodical way, and 
with very useful feedback after each 
attempt, he helped me to clarify my ideas 
and gain confidence.’ 

- - Nikos Tziorkas, 
Director, European Parliament



Target audience
 First interviewers (Students entering the 

workforce)

 Professionals who have not interviewed 
for a longtime. (Aspiring higher positions)

Language
English

Method
Group Coaching / or Private Coaching

Format 
1. Zoom Link
2. 2-Hour Modules
3. Pdf’s,recorded videos of sessions,Q+A
4. COMPULSORY: Video on  

3 Pillars Success Offer
Virtual Online Group Coaching 

8 hours = 4 X 2 hour sessions 

Course: 
Over 4 consecutive weeks 

Dates: 
March 21 / 28, 2023
April 4 / 11, 2023

Times: TBD

Sustainability Pledge and Donation
At Go Nomading Pte Ltd in partnership with The People of Impact, we pledge 
alignment and integration of the United Nations Sustainability Development 
Goals (SDG’s), https://sdgs.un.org/goals, into our business vision, values, 
practices, and relations with our clients. 

SDG 04: Quality Education
By committing to joining the 3 Pillars for Successful Interviews Course, we 
are humbled to share with you, a portion of your fee will be donated to one of 
the sustainability charities and projects we support
1. www.rainforesttrust.org, or
2. our private education sponsorship, or
3. a sustainability organisation of your choice in the Education or 
Climate/Biodiversity Space.

REGISTER NOW
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About the Global Nomad,

Kevin Cottam
Leadership Coach, Professional Speaker, Author

Kevin Cottam, believes people are becoming too narrow in their
mindsets and to survive and thrive in Industry 5.0 and 21st C.
organisations, change and expansion is vital! The magic of a coach
and a professional keynote speaker is to encourage this expansion,
by removing the barriers in the mind to allow possibilities to flourish.

“We are migrating. Where we were is not where we are; we are evolving.”
- Benson Munterer, Maasai 

Having migrated, lived and worked as a coach and speaker on four continents; from the ice
rinks of the world as a former elite choreographer of world and Olympic figure skating
champions and director of multimillion dollar skating productions (e.g. 1988 Calgary Olympic
Closing Ceremonies); to coaching executives in the public (EU Institutions) and private sectors;
to speaking on the stages of conferences, boardrooms, and training rooms for multinational
enterprises; Kevin has attained cultural insight, awareness, and stories that enrich his
inspirational speaking and coaching.

He leverages his more than forty years of a diverse and expansive life to build, grow, and
encourage leaders to lead masterfully with a deeper whole awareness of themselves and their
organisation’s dominant mindset.

His colourful and insightful journey researching the ancient nomadic wisdom in Mongolia, the
Maasai in Southern Kenya, and Berbers of the Sahara in Southern Morocco as well as interviews
with over 100 executives, is the center-point of his coaching and speaking and compiled in the
fresh image and story-driven leadership book, The Nomadic Mindset: Never Settle...for Too
Long. You will be transported on a thought-provoking, and transformative journey to expansion.

Social Media:

The Nomadic Mindset: 
Never Settle…for Too Long

PURCHASE NOW

Aha, Mother’s Pearls

PURCHASE NOW

Books

https://amzn.to/2TJ9gIS
https://amzn.to/1ynZqgR
http://www.linkedin.com/in/kevin-cottam-pcc-acs-0429a18/
http://www.facebook.com/kevin.cottam1/
http://www.instagram.com/kevin_cottam/
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHZM5rbKZnolw5wUMmXCJMA
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